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Strip'It
Sealer Remover
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Strip'It sealer remover is ready to use; non corrosive, low
sudsing and contains no ammonia or chlorinated solvents. Strip'It
will effortlessly remove Crystal Cote and most other water base
sealers and dirt buildups from most any surface. Can be used on
terrazzo, vinyl tile, ceramic tile, quarry tile, concrete, marble
or any other stone surfaces. Strip'It has been developed for use
as a mop on, mop off method for excellent professional results
and is 100% biodegradable.
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Apply Strip'It liberally with a yarn or sponge type mop.
Allow to remain on floor for approximately five minutes or
until you see the finish dissolving.
Agitate with a Brillo type pad or a light pad on a scrubbing
machine.
Mop off stripper. Use sponge mop or yarn mop to remove it
together with the dissolved sealer, wax and dirt from the
floor. Rinse the floor thoroughly with clean water. Strip'It
is designed to remove sealers, it will remove some types of
wax on a limited basis.
Clean and neutralize surface with TESCO Clean'Brite, rinse
surface thoroughly and allow to dry completely before
resealing.
Your floor is now ready to accept a new application of TESCO
sealer.

Coverage is 300 to 500 square feet per gallon depending on
type of finish and thickness of build-up being removed.
Use only in well ventilated areas. Causes eye and skin
irritations. Do not get in eyes or on skin. Wear goggles or face
shield and rubber gloves when handling. May be harmful if
swallowed. Keep from freezing.
Technical Data:
Specific Gravity
Weight per Gal.
Appearance
Odor
Viscosity
PH
Total Solids
Shelf Life
Coverage
VOC

1.02
8.5 lbs.
Thin Blue Liquid
Slight Solvent Odor
< 10 CPS
7.0
18.5%
2 years (keep from freezing)
300-500 sq. ft./gal.
160 Grams/Liter
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